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“Being a 'math person' or not is something about you that you really can't 

change.  Some people are good at math and other people aren't." 

  



Fixed mindset (intelligence is fixed) 
▪ “If I have to try hard, I’m clearly not smart.” 

▪ No point in trying if one is not a “natural” 

▪ If “dumb,” have to rely on “luck” 
 

Growth mindset (intelligence is malleable) 
▪ “Trying harder makes you smarter.” 

▪ Obstacles can be overcome through effort, help from others, and use of 
improved strategy 

Note: It’s NOT just about effort.  Also strategy and help. 

  

Mindsets About Ability 



  

Fixed mindset Growth mindset 

Goals Look smart Learn 

Values effort, help & 

strategy? 
No Yes 

Response to 

challenge 
Give up 

Work harder and 

smarter 

Changes in grades Decrease Increase 

Mindsets About Ability 
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Going Beyond the  
Growth Mindset 
Writing Activity... 



Creating and Supporting a Growth Mindset 

● Growth mindset writing intervention 
○ intervenes on student existent beliefs 

 

● Phrases to support a growth mindset 
○ create a culture that supports these new beliefs 

 

● Growth mindset boosters 

○ but sometimes things get discouraging 



Growth Mindset Writing Activity 

● What is it? 
 

● What it looks like in your classroom: 
○ In-class (lab) is ideal 
○ Out-of-class link is the last option (why?) 
○ Follow up with an immediate challenging problem, if possible 

 
 



“Most people don’t know that 
when they practice and learn 
new things, parts of their brain 
change and get larger, a lot like 
the muscles do.  This is true 
even for adults.  So it’s not true 
that some people are stuck 
being “not smart” or “not math 
people.”  You can improve your 
abilities a lot, as long as you 
practice and use good 
strategies.” 



Growth Mindset Writing Activity Guidelines 

● Students should be asked to complete it. 

 

● Works best as an independent activity in a quiet setting. 

 

● The activity should be directly followed by a rich problem (suggested 

lessons indicated within curriculum). 

 

● The message of the article should be reinforced throughout the term with 

growth mindset phrases and “boosters”. 
 

 



Mindset Writing Activity FAQ’s 

● Can I turn this activity into a group discussion? 
 

 

 
 
 

● How do you explain to students why this activity is worth doing? 
 

 
 

 
 
 

○ Suggested response: 

“The activity presents accurate information about how the brain works 

that many past students have found to be useful and have felt glad 

that they completed it” 

○ Following the problem with a rich problem rather than a discussion has been 
found to be more effective in reinforcing the key concepts within the article. 

○ It is also helpful to reinforce later in the class with growth mindset phrases or 
“boosters” rather than right after reading to let students form their own opinions 
and to reduce potential for confusion about the message. 



Script (Sample) 

“Today, you will be working on an activity that will introduce 

you to the Math Mindset. The purpose of the study is to learn 

more about how you learn, what motivates you to learn, and 

what you think about your peers.  We also need your help 

explaining the Math Mindset in your own words to future 

students. 

Your honest opinions will help us improve how college courses 

are taught for you and other students like you.” 



When? 

● After the first PP survey. 
 

● Preferably in the first week, second at the latest. 
 

● This allows us to see if student beliefs “shift” after the 
activity.  



Reading the Article  

1. Review the article 

 

1. (In pairs) Discuss one of the questions below: 

a. What is something you learned that is different from what you 

thought before? 

 

a. What do you need to do now to prepare? 

 

1. Group Share-out 



Everyday Phrases  

● What is it? 
 
● What it looks like in your classroom: 

○ In class, every day is ideal 
○ Can also be embedded in emails 
○ Can be used after praise, during setbacks, and during providing 

critical feedback 

 



Everyday Phrases - The Why 

● The writing intervention should be actively supported by 
faculty. 

 

● It helps create a classroom culture. 
 

● Need to think about about how to praise students and 
offer encouragement when they are struggling. 

 

● Best intentions are not always productive. 



Everyday Phrases - The What 

● Overall goal: Emphasize the process of learning: 
○ We want to create in students a mindset in which the 

process—the thing students can most readily 
control—is the most relevant part of being a good 
student. Natural ability should be seen as irrelevant. 

 
● The process is made up of: 

○ Sustained Effort 
○ Good Strategies 
○ Seeking Help 



Everyday Phrases - The When 

● Use growth mindset phrases when you want to... 

○ Praise after success 

○ Encourage after difficulty 

○ Provide critical feedback  



Everyday Phrases - Examples 

● Praise after success: 

○ “You’re improving...your efforts are really paying off.” 

 

instead of 

○ “You’re really good at that!” 



Everyday Phrases - Examples 

● Encouragement after difficulty: 

○ “Struggling on this assignment doesn’t mean you 

can’t get it, it means you’re learning it. Your brain is 

making connections that are not yet strong.” 

 

instead of 

○ “Well, not everyone could get an A on that test. Just 

try to do better.” 



Everyday Phrases - Partner Activity 

● Read through the examples of phrases in the handout. 
● Identify the phrases that promote a growth mindset  
● For growth mindset phrases, include if you would use it 

during: 
○ Praise 
○ Encouragement 
○ Critical Feedback 
○ Other 

● For non-growth mindset phrases, rewrite it as a growth 
mindset phrase  

 

 



Phrases Recap: Growth or Not Growth? 

 

 

 

● “See, I knew you were secretly a math person!” 

 

 

 

Not Growth 



Phrases Recap: Critical Feedback 

 
 
“I really like your ideas.  Most of your writing didn’t really 
make sense.  But I can see you were passionate.” 
 



Phrases Recap: Always Improving 

● (for students who have some strong skills coming in to a 
topic) “You’re starting out knowing a lot, now let’s grow 
what you know.” 

 
● “See, you do have the skills, now we are going to 

strengthen them.” 
 



Everyday Phrases - Tips 

● Use “we” in phrases, not just “you” when possible. 

○ “We can reach the standard…” 

○ Establish group norms 

 

● Emphasize the process can take time. 

 

● Create and commonly refer to a public list of strategies 

that are effective for your class.  



Everyday Phrases - Real Scenarios 

● A student comes to you in office hours at the start of the 

quarter and says, “I’m just really dumb at math. I was 

never a math person.” 

 

● How could you respond to promote a growth mindset? 



Everyday Phrases - Real Scenarios 

● You’re roaming around while groups work and you hear 

a student say: “This is so confusing. Why can’t I 

understand this?” 

 

● How could you respond to promote a growth mindset? 
 

 



Everyday Phrases - Real Scenarios 

● After you give back an exam, you hear someone say “I 

failed again. I’m just never going to get this.” 

 

● How could you respond to promote a growth mindset? 
 

 



Everyday Phrases - Real Scenarios 

● You’re set to introduce a topic that you know from 

experience is particularly challenging for students.  

 

● How could you do so in a way that promotes a growth 

mindset? 
 

 



Growth Mindset “Booster” 

● What is it? 
 

● What it looks like in your classroom: 
○ Currently six mindset boosters 

■ MB1: Battling the Mid-Course Break 

■ MB2: Starting a New Module with Confidence 

■ MB3: Challenge-Seeking 

■ MB4: Bouncing Back After a Setback 

■ MB5: Loss of Confidence 

■ MB6: Studying with Others 
 

 



   

   



Mindset Boosters: PDSA Cycles 

 
 

 

The students are eager to please. 

They feel connected to each other 

and the class and this appears to 

make them receptive to participate in 

anything I introduce to them. I had 

more students approach me after this 

assignment to ask questions. There 

were students who hold negative 

beliefs about their progress i.e. 

thinking they were failing miserably 

when in fact they were very close to 

proving themselves successful. 

Students are becoming more open to 

feedback and asking more questions 

when they get their feedback on their 

work. 

What did you learn? 



Mindset Booster- Cycle 1 Findings 

● Students approached me outside of class 
 
● More students sought help during office hours 
 
● Students “checked back in” to learning. 



Mindset Booster – Cycle 2 (2/24/14) 

● New Semester, New Struggles 

○ New student story 

 

● What Happened? 

○ Noticeable signs of improved effort 

○ Homework completion improved: 

■ Module Before: missing assignments (10.3%), late (6.3%)  

■ Module After: missing assignments (3.8%), late assignments 

(5.7%). 

 



Activity 

● Plan: Pick one of the six to use and when you think you 
would use it. 
○ Thinking about past classes, in what situations 

did you notice a dip in your students’ 
motivation? 

 
 
 
 



Planning to Promote a Growth Mindset 

Culture in Your Classroom 

● Based on our conversations, take a couple of minutes 

to do some quick planning.   
 

 



Thank you! 

 
 

What are your questions? 


